Rebus Puzzles

Try to solve these rebus puzzles. What are the words, letters, and pictures saying?

BAD Wolf
Hint: Fairy tale character

SECRET
Hint: I can’t tell you, it’s...

T P I
Hint: Dream vacation

Water Swim
Hint: Scuba divers do this

sister
Hint: Family member

TDFE
Hint: Squirrels climb here

NA NA
Hint: Seafood

Stood Miss
Hint: Word with the prefix mis-
Try to solve these rebus puzzles. What are the words, letters, and pictures saying?

**BAD** Wolf

**SECRET**

**SECRET**

**SECRET**

**SECRET**

**Water**

**Swim**

**Tree Top**

**Little Sister**

**Tuna**

**Miss**

**Trip Around the World**

**Swim Underwater**

**Top Secret**

**Big Bad Wolf**

**I can't tell you, it's...**

**Fairy tale character**

**Dream vacation**

**Scuba divers do this**

**Family member**

**Seafood**

**Word with the prefix mis-**

**Stood**

**Hint: Fairy tale character**

**Hint: I can't tell you, it's...**

**Hint: Dream vacation**

**Hint: Scuba divers do this**

**Hint: Family member**

**Hint: Seafood**

**Hint: Word with the prefix mis-**
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